Multiple Choice
- Make sure to Read the Instructions!
- Budget your Time and knock out the Easiest Questions First to build your confidence.
- Eliminate the obviously incorrect choices first.
- Answer Everything.

True-False
- All parts of the statement must be true to be correctly answered as true.
- Extreme modifiers such as always, all, never, none, absolutely, worst, nobody, or only make it more likely that the question is false.

I've got a Bone to Pick with Anatomy Tests

Practicum
- Get oriented- When you arrive start from what you know.
- Trust 1st Answers- If you’re properly oriented, go with your initial response.
- Use all in-room resources- you can count your own ribs or use the skeleton at another station to help you figure something out.
- Be confident. Even if you can't answer two or three questions in a row, go to the next station with full confidence that you'll be able to do it.